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Background
Nationally, RBCs have an important set of tasks to fulfil, as defined by the requirements of the DfES 
for the development of broadband connectivity, enabling schools within each region to access and use 
resources that are available via a suitable form of portal. WMnet is a consortium partnership of the 14 
LEAs across the West Midlands region with AWM. This consortium is concerned with meeting the 
needs of schools in terms of broadband access. However, it is clear that the means to enable the 
desired broadband access cannot be fulfilled through a single operational or technological mechanism, 
since the contexts of the LEAs within the consortium are different and, in a range of respects, 
individual. WMnet is concerned, therefore, in offering ways to support a range of diversity across the 
region, whilst at the same time supporting the overarching needs that it has taken on board at a 
regional level. 
 
The role of this evaluation within the work of WMnet was intended to support its work over the year 
from October 2002 to July 2003 in a range of ways. The evaluation was set up in a formative or 
illuminative way, as well as focusing upon issues in terms of strategic evaluation. The original 
evaluation specification document offered a range of aspects that could be considered from the point 
of view of evaluation, but it was suggested, taking the current stages of development into account, that 
two main areas of focus would be of immediate value initially: 
1. Developing a number of case studies from schools identified by each LEA, where it was 
recognised that there was valuable teaching and learning being undertaken as a result of the use of 
the broadband and portal facilities provided by WMnet. 
2. Considering any specific aspects and issues which were felt to be likely to influence potential 
strategic needs and direction for the future work of WMnet and its partners. 
 
The evaluation has worked in a responsive way with groups, in order to be able to focus upon 
questions and issues that arose at any one time, to offer outcomes and ideas within short time periods 
based on both the evidence that existed and that which could be collected. Using appropriate methods, 
evidence has been collated and presented in a range of ways. Evidence has been presented as reports at 
workshops and meetings, as presentations and inputs within appropriate sessions, and as short papers 
to consider issues identified and lessons learned at certain times. Outcomes of the evaluation work 
have focused upon the adoption of best practice, and the means to share this with others.  
 
The work has been focused in two phases during the period up to August 2003: 
1. Discussions with key WMnet and LEA personnel, and attendance at meetings and workshops. 
2. Visits to identified schools and projects within each LEA to consider the gathering of evaluation 
evidence to inform the writing of appropriate case studies based upon effective practice. 
The key questions used to gather evidence are listed within the Appendix to this report (on page 34). 
 
This report provides a written summary of the work completed during the evaluation period to the end 
of August 2003. Evidence is presented from discussions and interviews undertaken with LEA 
personnel in all 14 LEAs, with WMnet staff, and from a variety of visits to projects and schools within 
a number of LEAs. 
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Main report
Evaluation focus and this report 
This report focuses upon two main areas of concern: 
1. Strategic concerns, particularly those related to content. 
2. Ways of describing exemplars of learning communities as they are developing. 
 
Strategic concerns are addressed in this report by looking at the evidence available within specific 
sections, each related to a key question. The key questions covered are: 
o How far has broadband development gone? 
o What are the outcomes to date? 
o What will happen to use in the future? 
o How far has future use or potential been achieved or tested? 
o What is the potential for future use? 
o How can it be achieved? 
o Will an RBC be needed to fulfil any future needs? 
o What elements of a future strategy need to be considered? 
o What will the RBC roles need to be? 
o What considerations are there for the DfES, the RBC, the LEAs and schools? 
 
Ways of describing exemplars of learning communities, as they are developing, are considered in this 
report through a model based upon a construction of levels of development (the model is outlined on 
page 31). 
 
How far has broadband development gone? 
Funding for broadband developments in all 14 LEAs has been accessed by agreement of the LEAs 
through the WMnet consortium. Although LEAs could opt to be funded separately, the LEAs have 
taken this approach both for pragmatic reasons (at early stages), and more latterly because of the 
potential advantages that a consortial approach brings. This report will argue that the consortial 
approach is vital if LEAs are all to achieve the levels of outcome that are felt to be desirable. The 
report will argue that the width of development required cannot be undertaken by a single LEA, and 
that a consortial approach, relying on the practice adopted in different LEAs and shared, is likely to be 
the only viable developmental approach to support all schools in the practices that will be required by 
them in the future. 
 
Funding through, or with the agreement to work through the consortium (WMnet), has enabled LEAs 
to create broadband infrastructure. Funding for, or from, WMnet has enabled some project activity and 
some collaborative activity at this stage. For example, 2Mbps links between authorities have been 
established, as have some projects, such as distribution and uses of MindMapping software.  It is 
recognised that little impact by WMnet directly has been made on schools at this point.  However, 
LEAs generally would like to see more collaborative activity across the region, but seek mechanisms 
and approaches to fulfil these desires. 
 
Approaches to project work and collaborative work currently have relied often upon attempts to look 
at areas of commonality. However, as will be seen from the detail within this report, commonality 
across LEAs is far rarer than is difference. Indeed, the report will highlight the fact that the differences 
across LEAs are the very things that offer the region its richness and high potential. Approaches in the 
future, therefore, would be likely to be far more productive if they worked through collaborative 
approaches based on differences rather than on commonalities. This point will be picked up later in 
some detail, but suffice it to say at this point that the richness that is afforded to those involved in 
discussions through WMnet arises often because of difference, rather than commonality. 
 
Approaches to broadband developments within LEAs have been varied, and different. For example, 
Coventry LEA have a network established with connections to all schools, using some additional 
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funding from the City Council, but the network is separate from the City broadband network. In 
Herefordshire the broadband network is a BT learning stream for use by education and libraries, while 
in Staffordshire there is a County Council wide initiative to broadband. Broadband networking that 
links more widely than educational sites is also being developed in Sandwell, Stoke, Telford and 
Wrekin, Walsall, and Warwickshire. In some LEAs such as Telford and Wrekin, fibre is used to create 
the backbone, while in Stoke a mixture of wireless and fibre is used. In Walsall, for example, 
education operates as a VPN within a wider network, while in Wolverhampton education operates on 
its own. Collaboration at a corporate level works in some LEAs, such as Warwickshire, but not in 
others. Overall, broadband funding has enabled each LEA to support broadband infrastructure in its 
own way. 
 
In terms of the broadband provision, current performance is generally reported as being useful and 
acceptable in a range of LEAs (Coventry, Dudley, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Telford 
and Wrekin), but LEAs have individually had to focus upon their own broadband connectivity largely 
up to this point in time. In one case (Birmingham) primary access is reported as being too narrow, and 
in other cases (Sandwell, Solihull, Stoke) some specific problems are being reported in terms of 
performance. Some LEAs (Birmingham, Warwickshire) are considering installing or are installing 
caching servers in order to address present and future access issues. New infrastructures will be 
installed in the future in at least one LEA (Worcestershire). 
 
Aspects that could be improved upon vary from LEA to LEA. For example, Birmingham want to see 
an increase in bandwidth available to schools, while other LEAs would like to introduce caching 
(Coventry, Warwickshire). The introduction of a UKERNA feed is seen as being potentially 
advantageous in Herefordshire, while Staffordshire would like to see higher resilience on the ISP. 
Overall, LEAs are offering a broadband service that appears largely to meet school needs. However, 
LEAs have been focusing on this development need as a priority to date. It is also clear from the forms 
of infrastructure in some LEAs that scalability of broadband services will vary. 
 
Generally content is not developed for or within the region currently. Some projects are being 
considered through a more rigorous planning procedure. Many LEAs have indicated a desire to look 
further at the potential of this form of development (Coventry, Dudley, Herefordshire, Staffordshire, 
Stoke, Worcestershire). The benefits of considering content management at a regional level have also 
been highlighted by a number of LEAs (Coventry, Herefordshire, Stoke, Telford and Wrekin, Walsall, 
Warwickshire, Wolverhampton, Worcestershire). Some LEAs would like to see more joint 
procurement activity, while others would like to see content management at a regional level. However, 
some LEAs point out the need for schools to manage their own content. Some LEAs feel that the 
region should have a role in enabling content to be accessible regionally (Coventry, Dudley, Sandwell, 
Stoke, Wolverhampton). 
 
LEAs vary in terms of what facilities they feel a regional portal should provide. Ideas have included: 
o Learning access. 
o Managed content. 
o Shared content and local strengths. 
o Information and news, as a vehicle and for dissemination. 
o LEA communications. 
o Good practice across the region. 
o Case studies of uses of content. 
o Search/index interface. 
o Shared logging on system. 
o Video-conferencing management and booking system. 
o Lists of potential collaborators. 
 
In terms of managed learning environments, many LEAs feel that the region has no major role to play. 
Some LEAs (Dudley, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire) have trialled MLEs, while others are 
not sure of their value. Some LEAs have VLE rather than MLE developments (Sandwell, Telford and 
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Wrekin). Little use is being reported generally at this stage, and it is felt that it is too early to tell 
whether there are any benefits arising from uses in schools. 
 
Regionally distributed (rather than regionally developed) content has been used in some schools in 
some LEAs. Use is reported of the MindMapping software in Birmingham, Dudley, Herefordshire, 
Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin, Walsall, and Warwickshire.  Content has not been managed or been 
accessible at an RBC level. 
 
What are the outcomes to date? 
Broadband access possible by schools within each LEA varies, from all schools connected at 11Mb to 
secondary schools only connected (at 10Mb). Broadband access possible by homes within each LEA 
is much more patchy, ranging from not possible or implemented, to some access through RM’s 
Easylink to all content available from home through a configured firewall. Some schools are becoming 
more dependent upon broadband access for both the school and for home access, as they develop 
practices that enable the potential of these communication links to be used for a range of educational 
and wider social purposes. An example is offered in Case Study 1 which follows. 
 
Case study of a family learning development in a school in Worcestershire LEA 
Lickhill First School currently has 130 pupils in 5 classes, of 4 to 9 year olds. It has a history of 
developing family learning through a series of activities and initiatives over many years. A pre-school 
nursery has been run by the governors for the last 9 years. An after school club for mother returnees to 
work was established 3 years ago. A holiday club and breakfast club were established last September 
(2002). The school has been involved in parent partnering – called SHARE family learning. For the 
past 3 years a scheme has been involved that has helped parents to keep up with their children’s work 
in school: 
 Parents find out about the curriculum over a period of 12 weeks. 
 6 weeks of sessions are devoted to numeracy. 
 6 weeks to literacy. 
 Each week there is 1 hour awareness, and a 1 hour adult training session. 
 8 parents attended the last course and completed a portfolio which focused on learning materials, 
for which they are gaining accreditation. 
A ‘better reading partnership’ scheme has been run.  This has resulted in the training of 2 cohorts of 4 
people, all accredited.  The school focuses widely in its practices, therefore, on parent and pupil 
learning, and this works alongside the professional development of teachers. 
The school has also been involved in ‘laptops for beginners’ courses, which a local college runs over a 
12 week period, for parents, community and school workers.  This has been run 3 times, and is to be 
re-run in September 2003. NOF training was provided on site, and all staff have a laptop. 
The school would like to run courses and offer internet access in the future. The head teacher sees the 
potential that exists for the use of ICT to help community developments, links and use. The head 
teacher has prioritised and committed developments in terms of ICT to enable a moving forward in 
terms of future community developments. 
All staff use internet at home (provided through BT access), but have encountered more issues with 
internet access in school. Initially internet access was not a problem, as there was no content available 
of any great value. The school did look at the internet to gain ideas about children's games for a 
playground, and watched feeding birds in the US, for example. But resources available have now 
increased to the point that broadband access is felt to be much more useful. 
There are currently 2 computers (PCs) in every classroom at least, one with a 17" screen, a CD drive 
and rewriter software. The school has no ICT suite, but it does have a trolley of laptops which can be 
moved into a classroom. A network was put in 18 months ago, and the school bought a portable 
projector and mobile Smart Board. Software was developing at the same time. It is recognised that 
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with access to such technology, sharing can occur at a world level, a national level, and a local level. 
In June last year (2002), the school purchased a touch sensitive screen for use in Year 2, and mouse 
pen boards for use in Years 3 and 4. Since September 2002 all teachers have used interactive 
whiteboards (IWs). It is recognised that these offer visual, auditory, and also kinaesthetic stimuli for 
pupils (the touch sensitive screen gives feedback, for example). A teacher  was appointed to release 
other teachers for a half day a week in order to provide time for teachers to look at Curriculum Online 
resources.  This release time was made available for 2 terms.   
For internet access, the school has signed up to BT broadband with a single install at 512 kbps. It is 
found that access speeds are good enough for 2 or 3 live access points simultaneously. Use of the 
online curriculum is now considered to be 'bread and butter'. 'It has made online planning and access 
possible'. 
IW access is available for parents and governors to use. There is an IW in the training and parent 
room. The previous experiences gained and current facilities available in the school are now felt to be 
at a point where future potential developments can move forward to provide: 
 Access to sites for children. 
 Working with Grid Club. 
 Offering passwords to parents, and links to project and holiday work. 
 Parental access to ContentStream. 
 Support to parents supporting out of school work. 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To offer access at home as well as at school to such resources for pupils, teachers, and parents. 
Broadband access that is possible by public sites within each LEA varies from everywhere connected 
– hospitals, police, children’s homes etc. – to no access. In terms of broadband connectivity, therefore, 
there are more school sites developed than there are public sites or community sites. Broadband access 
is generally available to those sites that have it 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, except in a few LEAs 
where primary schools still with ISDN have access on between 8am and 6pm. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week access is available already, or is being put in place in LEAs. Some LEAs are reporting 
performance variations, depending upon location or time of access, however. Peaks in performance are 
being identified in some LEAs, but monitoring of access is often in place. Some LEAs have 
highlighted caching as a means to potentially address some performance limitations. 
 
LEAs are reporting that there are general impacts, effects, or benefits of a reliable internet access that 
have been identified by schools. These include: 
o Higher level of dependency on the internet. 
o Teachers are building internet use into schemes of work more, and it is planned into lessons. 
o Use of the internet has increased a lot. 
o Teachers are now using the internet for whole class activities. 
o Email is used increasingly. 
o Reliability levels of 98%+ are being reported. 
o Improvements on access speed have been noted. 
 
Reliable internet access has meant that a range of schools have moved forward dramatically with their 
ICT provision. Some schools now use the broadband connectivity that they have, coupled with the use 
of interactive whiteboards (IWs), to support both curriculum planning and curriculum delivery. An 
example of a case in practice, Case Study 2, follows. 
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Case study of use of IWs in a primary school in Staffordshire LEA 
There are 480 pupils in Willows Primary School, and some 32% of pupils are on free school meals. 
The catchment area of the school is made up largely of council housing. Class size is in the region of 
20 to 27 pupils. The school supports PC use for pupils between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
IT development was based initially on provision being deployed largely within a central area 
(containing 10 PCs) linked through a server. The open access area is in an area which is overseen by 
the head teacher and the secretary. In this area pupils are encouraged to work independently. There are 
also 2 PCs on the network in every classroom. The next phase involved the leasing of 4 IWs. As a part 
of the training programme, teachers were given some non-contact time. Now the school has 12 IWs 
which are used in a variety of subjects, including science.  
Teachers have had a planning system using ICT in place for the past 5 years. Planning tools have been 
developed in MS Publisher. Plans can be annotated to take previous learning into account. Plans are 
held in a teachers’ shared area on the network - this is in the near future to be placed onto the intranet 
so that the resources can be accessed from home. IWs enable resources to be linked via the planning 
system that has been developed. 
All teachers in a year group contribute to the full preparation that is needed to cover all lessons – the 
lessons that each teacher prepares are shared by all teachers. For example, one teacher does all 
mathematics lessons for one year group in a week. Teachers are preparing for lessons now in shorter 
times than they were previously. Teachers are collaborating more, and feel they are sharing ideas 
more, for example, on science. 
Resources are placed on shared areas, using Digital Brain, which facilitates the sharing of resources, as 
well as access from home – this covers curriculum plans, as well as lesson resources. The co-
ordination of Digital Brain is being organised separately from other ICT co-ordination areas. 
Teachers go on-line to access external resources via the IWs. Web-sites that are to be used in lessons 
are put onto weekly planning lists. Teachers report that they use MS PowerPoint a great deal – it is 
also used by pupils to prepare presentations to other pupils.  
It is found that IWs are supporting learning by meeting some of the positive psychological needs of 
pupils in terms of their learning. For example, IWs offer pupils a means to have access to two 
presentations simultaneously, which gives them a focus for dual attention – presentation by the teacher 
and from the IW. Teachers using IWs in main activities often use screens for perhaps a 10 minute 
period, before changing them, which is recognised as covering an ‘ideal’ attention span for pupil 
learning.  The IWs offer visual, auditory and kinaesthetic means to stimulate engagement with 
learning. 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To share resources across the school. 
o To offer access at home as well as at school to such resources. 
Some LEAs are reporting that specific aspects or effects arising from the use of broadband access are 
being identified. These include: 
o Rising demands and expectations. 
o Increasing confidence with internet access. 
o Teachers relying upon a single lesson plan again. 
o Uses in specific subjects being highlighted more. 
o More people using email for discussion. 
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o Video content being delivered at a reasonable speed. 
o Increasing use of rich content. 
o Home links to school facilities being sought increasingly. 
 
It is clear that increased dependency by schools and teachers on broadband access is being reported. 
Increased use by subjects generally is also reported in many LEAs, but in some cases it is noted that 
this depends upon the school. It is also clear that some of the activity which is currently based locally 
within schools will depend more in the future upon facilities that are offered through broadband 
connectivity. An example of a school situation where ICT is currently more locally based, but which is 
likely to use broadband connectivity progressively in the future, is offered here, as Case Study 3. 
 
Case study of use of laptops for planning in a middle school in Staffordshire LEA 
There are 450 pupils on roll at Brewood Middle School, aged between 9 and 13 years. Three years 
ago, all 20 staff were given a laptop. The school now has 3 laptops available for teaching assistants. 
There are 5 IWs in the school.  These were put into classrooms for use by teachers who had expressed 
particular interest in using them. Two IT suites have been networked. There is a TV/video in each 
classroom, and these are wall mounted. The library has a thumbprint identification mechanism 
installed, which has encouraged boys to use the library. The system can monitor usage, the number of 
books issued, and the most popular books. 
Laptops have been found to have brought up staff IT competence generally – use of laptops has 
enabled sharing particularly. It is felt that staff access to laptops has revolutionised curriculum and 
lesson planning – for example, lessons prepared by the head of mathematics are planned and sent by 
email to other mathematics teachers. Resources developed and held in electronic form are shared 
across a department. The heads of mathematics and science deliver all their lessons on an IW. 
The head of science explained that he uses a laptop for planning, assessment, and teaching purposes. 
For planning: 
• He has the National Curriculum and schemes of work on the laptop. 
• He uses QCA schemes of work for medium term planning. 
• These are used to create a long term or yearly plan. 
• A weekly outline is created. 
• From this an equipment list is automatically generated for technical staff. 
• Lesson plans show objectives, activities, homework, and evaluation aspects. 
For teaching purposes, the head of science: 
• Uses ICT to create and generate mental and oral starters. 
• Main activity resources are held on the laptop. 
• There may be worksheets used in some lessons (which are run from a CD). 
• The teacher can review a worksheet on screen with pupils. 
• He has created some MS PowerPoint presentations. 
• He has some CDs on specific aspects of modelling which are used. 
• He would like to gain more CDs and ICT resources using e-Learning Credits. 
For assessment activities, the head of science: 
• Uses MS Excel to retain records. 
• Extra details are also retained in these records. 
• The spreadsheet can work out averages, percentages, etc. 
• The department produce their own tests, based on the science SATs CD-ROM. 
• Sub-levels are produced as results from tests. 
• The system is used for tracking pupil attainment. 
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Using laptops, teachers email resources and manage the resources in a way that they have developed 
themselves. There are clearly implications for the future if this practice develops and diversifies.  
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To offer access at home as well as at school to such resources. 
Broadband uses by subject teachers are being reported increasingly. Some LEAs have provided 
specific content for subject areas. Internet use in lessons is being planned to greater extents, but ad hoc 
access to the internet via IWs is increasing also. Some LEAs are reporting the impacts of learning 
settings on uses of broadband. Case Study 4, following, indicates how a first school is beginning to 
make use of internet access, not only for lesson purposes, but also for data management purposes. 
 
Case study of first school use of GOAL in Staffordshire 
St. John’s C.E. First School has 71 pupils on roll, in classes containing Year R, Year 1/2, and Year 3/4 
age groups. The school has a new ICT suite, which contains about 10 machines that can be used by 
pupils taking GOAL tests. 
GOAL is an on-line assessment regimen undertaken separately from any other ICT teaching and 
learning activity. All pupils are assessed. Year 3/4 pupils have taken tests in history, geography, ICT, 
art, and mathematics – each took about 10 minutes to complete. English, mathematics, and science 
were all tested using the GOAL system on-line, at the beginning and end of the year. Reports were 
sent back on-line the following day (usually, or perhaps a day later occasionally). GOAL provided 
resources for pupils to take individual tests - the documentation returned shows a previous National 
Curriculum level, an existing National Curriculum level, and individual National Curriculum targets. 
GOAL gives a class report of frequency against National Curriculum level (which is given in sub 
levels). Some subject print-outs break down results into topics, for example, the topic of application in 
mathematics. An analysis of these strands tends to pick up topics that could be a focus for specific 
teaching. When results are downloaded, however, the results are not retained on-line. 
There were some questions about reliability of the tests initially (they were felt to be about 1 level 
above what was expected). No folder system is provided for the local saving of results – these are held 
by schools in ways they feel are appropriate. Pupils report that they enjoy taking the tests - especially 
when they can read most of the tests themselves. For Year 1 pupils there has been a need to read the 
questions out to them, and this takes a longer time, and some pupils spend a lot of time on specific 
questions because they want to get the answer right. Some questions were found to be difficult, and 
others were found to be easy. Pupils reported that they would rather do the tests on computer, as they 
did not have to write by hand. They said that they answered the questions – but they did not feel they 
had found out anything from the exercise itself. 
At an appropriate cost, it is felt by the school that this system would be useful. Tests are devised 
externally, and there is no need for teachers to mark them (they are also felt to be error free) and to be 
objective (as those setting and marking do not know the pupils). 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
Overall, reliability of access and speed of access when broadband is provided are being reported on 
positively. One LEA at least is finding that primary school demands across broadband are exceeding 
secondary school demands. Different broadband solutions are not necessarily incompatible, but will 
need to be linked if schools in all LEAs are to benefit from potential uses. At some stages, demands 
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from schools will outstrip capacity and facility that is possible in some LEAs. Overall, the handling of 
increasing quantities of ‘content’ and use of content by schools needs to be considered. Ways to 
address wider as well as more local server and caching facility are needed for all LEAs. 
 
What will happen to use in the future? 
How the future can be shaped will depend to some extent on the monitoring which exists currently. 
Current outcomes and uses, whether general or specific, are identified in a range of ways across LEAs. 
The range of ways to identify outcomes at a general level was reported as follows: 
o Through meetings. 
o Termly meetings with head teachers. 
o ICT co-ordinator days. 
o Steering group meetings. 
o Working group meetings. 
o Cluster group meetings. 
o Direct emails. 
o Monitored by the infrastructure provider. 
o Electronic monitoring. 
o Schools identify outcomes. 
o Surveys from schools. 
o Schools need to provide an ICT development plan. 
o School performance monitoring. 
o Annual online review. 
o LEA adviser visits. 
o Complaint logs and support desk reports. 
o Informal discussion. 
 
More specific outcomes of broadband use are reported to be monitored through: 
o LEA adviser and inspector colleagues. 
o School performance monitoring teams. 
o Meetings with heads of ICT or ICT co-ordinators. 
 
Dissemination of outcomes also varies across LEAs. LEAs reported the following ways of 
disseminating outcomes: 
o Newsletters. 
o Via the LEA web-site 
o Through meetings. 
o Review meetings. 
o ICT co-ordinator meetings or days. 
o Steering board meetings. 
o Showcase conferences. 
o Primary school conferences. 
o Informal support in schools. 
o Through link advisers and consultants. 
 
Overall, however, it is clear that infrastructure performance is being monitored more than is 
curriculum or learning community use. Regular meetings of head teachers or co-ordinators are used in 
some LEAs for monitoring and for dissemination purposes.  
 
How far has future use or potential been achieved or tested? 
Many LEAs indicate that they believe that there is an impact that could be anticipated in terms of a 
regional broadband network operating outside school. Schools are exploring the ways in which 
connectivity could enable pupils to work both within and beyond the school. Case Study 5, following, 
offers an example of how work in in-school and out-of-school situations is being developed and 
monitored in one school. 
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Case study of the use of MAPS in a secondary school in Worcestershire LEA 
The Managed Assessment Portfolio System (MAPS) is an on-line system being developed by TAG 
from an existing product, Portfolio Builder. Currently it covers the needs of the ICT curriculum. It 
enables a portfolio of work to be built for an individual pupil. Work can be uploaded by a pupil into 
the system, and this work can be sent to a teacher in complete or incomplete form. The pupil owns the 
work, and the pupil can determine what teachers should do with it.  Pupils can put up associated 
documents such as drafts for teachers to view. A teacher determines whether work will be shared at an 
LEA or a school level. Teachers can access an LEA and a school portfolio for the purposes of 
moderation. Teachers need to explain judgements that are being made on pupil work at each stage, on 
an attached sheet.  At an LEA level, pupil names are stripped out, but annotations are retained.   
In terms of the types of work that pupils can undertake, task banks exist, and these are available at 
teacher level, school level, LEA level, KS3 strategy level (which is linked to training outcomes), and a 
MAPS level.  All tasks are defined by year and by level. A teacher decides which pupil should work 
on which task. A teacher can assign a task to a group or to an individual. Results from individual pupil 
work are collated across a school, and across an LEA. This resource is accessible by teachers and 
pupils from home also. Pupils can comment on other pupils' work (at a class level). The potential of 
this system for application in other subjects is being considered currently. 
Christopher Whitehead Secondary School in Worcester uses the system extensively. However, the 
system works within the context of the wider technological infrastructure that the school has created. 
The head of ICT considers the broadband network in place to be both reliable and fast, so that lessons 
can be planned reliably. The system, on 3 servers, has not gone down over a period of 2 years. If this 
does happen, there is a one hour call-out agreement in place. The infrastructure uses 2mbps 
bandwidth, which also allows MAPS to be accessible by pupils and teachers at home. Teachers at the 
school use email extensively also, for bookings and reports, for example. Pupils regularly email work 
between home and school.  Because of the infrastructure, the school is now adopting an on-line 
approach to Applied GCSEs and SATs. Pupils already create their own web-sites, and research has 
taken on a different dimension for them, as the range of topics can be extensive. Speed and reliability 
are key factors in the success of this form of use. It is reported that pupils are more focused as a result 
of using the ICT, that they are more motivated, and their independence with regard to learning has 
been enhanced, but that this only occurs if the teacher offers and supports the focus within lessons. 
When this happens, it is felt that thinking skills and evaluation are enhanced also. 
The head of ICT would like to see the system developed, so that a portfolio of work could be set up for 
every pupil for every subject every year. One advantage of the system is that it takes no local server 
space, and in this respect the implications are for MAPS, rather than for the school. MAPS is stored on 
a server outside school, but it can be accessed from home or in school via a password. Completed 
work is stored as a portfolio. The head of ICT can see the work, mark it, and send an email message in 
response. Tasks for pupils to complete can be written by the teacher, someone in the LEA, or other 
teachers in the department, or a task can be chosen from the MAPS or KS3 strategy list. Messages can 
be sent to the class as well as to individual pupils, to indicate what lessons to do when teachers are 
absent. No paper is used, and the system saves teacher time. Lessons are carried over to the next year. 
The school has now run MAPS for 12 months. It has been found that 80% of pupils have computers at 
home, and for those that do not the Learning Resource Centre (LRC) is open from 8.00 am to 9.00 am, 
and 3.30 pm to 5.30 pm, as well as there being a library internet café for those who do not have 
computer or internet access at home. The head of ICT finds that MAPS enables an internal monitoring 
of other teachers in the department, as well as moderation across other schools. No pupils have raised 
concerns with MAPS; they are all happy with it. It is also possible for parents to log on too, to see 
their child's work. MAPS is also found to help with differentiation, as different tasks can be assigned 
to individuals at different levels. 
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Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To create and access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and 
animations. 
o To access work and resources at home as well as at school for pupils, and teachers. 
LEAs indicate that it is too early to identify any forms of impact arising from the potential of network 
access outside school at this stage.  Many LEAs believe that there are potential levels of impact that 
could be anticipated in terms of a regional broadband network on the transition through phases. 
 
With regard to this aspect, there are 7 LEAs with projects either set up already, or at early stages of 
implementation. The projects set up fall into three different categories: 
o Those that work through a subject focus (science, or a QCA scheme of work). 
o Those that work through an ICT medium focus (video conferencing). 
o Those that work through an assessment focus (portfolios). 
It is rather early to say what impacts each of these might have, but impacts have been identified in at 
least two of the projects. In one LEA there are raised levels of self esteem that have been identified for 
vulnerable pupils. In another LEA a portfolio project has been running for nearly 2 years in one school 
pyramid, and this has been found to have worked well in the primary to middle school transition, 
because of the commitment of the teachers involved. Case Study 6, following, indicates how one LEA 
is supporting the development of on-line learning environments, that allow projects such as transition 
projects to be implemented. 
 
Case study of on-going development of an on-line VLE, SCORE, in Stoke-on-Trent LEA 
SCORE is a VLE environment that has been developed in-house in Stoke-on-Trent LEA. It works in a 
modular way, so that different elements can be added subsequently as needs arise. Its focus is 
concerned with communication, but it also provides management information at an LEA level, and 
subsequent versions will provide management information at a parent and pupil level. 
The facility has an on-line booking system for resources, and includes a facility to analyse use made of 
the system.  The booking of resources in the CLCs uses this mechanism. On-line course booking can 
be undertaken via the site, and there are mini-sites for certain curriculum areas, such as ICT and 
TALEEM (excellence in ethnic minorities). Discussions can be undertaken via the site, and there is the 
facility to list LEA events, which schools can then use or add to. LEA documents are available via the 
site, and these will replace large attachments going out by email. There are links to other useful sites, 
and a mini-sites administration area where children can create their own web-site, or schools can 
create a structure for a web-site. ‘My diary’ provides access to a personal diary, and ‘STATS’ links the 
activities of all advisers that have attended or supported each school. ‘My folder’ is an on-line 
document repository, and ‘My preferences’ contains new learning frameworks. ‘News’ is a section 
which schools are reported to be beginning to use, which tells others what they are doing.  News is 
held and approved by teachers. ‘Resources’ enables teachers to place resources there so that they can 
be retrieved. ‘Schools on-line’ offers a list of schools, and ‘Term dates’, is as it suggests a list of dates, 
and includes examination dates for the coming year. ‘Working groups’ holds documents from a 
working group, and in the ‘Y6-Y7 transfer’, data can be placed for transfer from primary to secondary 
schools. The data is put onto a proforma with drop-down menus. ‘Site administration’ shows who is 
currently logged on, as well as showing various statistics (for example, ‘hits’ suggest actions that 
schools need to take, and to consider how effective INSET has been). 
A second version is under development, called SPAN. In this version, pupils, teachers, and parents are 
brought together in an area where the intention is to move towards a shared understanding of 
assessment. It explains where a pupil has got to, and where things should go next. One school bought 
30 scanners for pupils to scan in their work, to create a CD, and to take it home. SPAN aims to show 
levels of attainment in a pupil and parent-friendly way, to include assessment and attainment 
information in English, mathematics, science and ICT. 
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Next year some year 11 pupils will be able to take a one year electronics GCSE course using on-line 
resources. Pupils will be able to use some electronics kit at home, and have access to some face-to-
face sessions run at 3.30 pm for 1 hour at Stoke College. 
The philosophy of sharing the SCORE resource is simple: SCORE is given away to those who would 
like to use it, as long as something is given back in exchange, for example, another module that is 
currently not in the SCORE range of facilities. In this way, SCORE continues to evolve and offer a 
wider range of facilities over time. 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To offer access at home as well as at school to such resources for pupils, teachers, and parents. 
LEAs also believe that there could be levels of impact that could be anticipated in terms of a regional 
broadband network to lifelong learning agendas. LEAs feel that it is generally too early to identify any 
impact of outcomes in this area. However, some indicators are being identified in terms of the 
beginnings of a change culture. In one LEA an e-learning group of modern foreign language teachers 
felt they could make strong contributions in certain areas of the curriculum, which would effectively 
support each other. 
 
Although some LEAs feel there is likely to be a level of impact that could be anticipated in terms of a 
regional broadband network to links between school and community, they also raise a great deal more 
issues in these areas. Creating a regional broadband network to support school and community activity 
is likely to require an approach which works at a corporate level (either sooner, or later). Case Study 7 
offers an example of how one LEA has started development of a school and community network at a 
corporate level. 
 
Case study of an infrastructure developed on a co-operative, corporate basis, Click Sandwell 
Click Sandwell is a broadband infrastructure across Sandwell local authority, developed using £22m 
of post-16 funding. The development did not include a specific school-focused element in its original 
form. It runs to 2007, and long term sustainability of the physical network and people networks are 
currently a focus of attention. The development has involved a partnering of the police, health, social 
services, youth, voluntary and community sectors. 
The development has four strategic objectives, in that it seeks to: 
o Widen participation. 
o Raise basic key skills. 
o Change the culture in businesses and organisations. 
o Create an education and training infrastructure. 
Targets for the development are to have: 
o 42,000 people engaged. 
o 20,000 obtaining qualifications. 
o 27,000 young people benefiting from use and involvement. 
o 2,000 employers involved. 
o 240 teacher placements into business. 
o 120 Learning Centres created (such as the Sava Centre in Sainsburys). 
o £60m leverage funding identified. 
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The infrastructure consists of: 
o A 1Gb backbone, using a fibre optic network. 
o A server farm, with a fully managed service. 
o Service provision through 6 'town teams', each establishing a learning panel. 
o An organisational structure based around 3 CLCs. 
o Content development created through community hubs and innovation grants. 
Content development is based on development in the 6 towns. There is £124m of funding available 
currently for content development. Already 30 schools are connected to the system. One early issue 
that the developers have faced is the fact that sites could not all be identified at the beginning of the 
project, with some early development being needed in order to create some sites. 
In the next phase of development, there will be 45 more schools involved, and 25 more learning 
centres. It has been recognised that this increase will need to involve more centres that are fed from the 
3 main hubs. Voluntary and community bases that are being developed as sites can create some issues. 
For example, it is not always clear whether such sites are always stable, whether they own their own 
premises, or whether they will move in the future. In this roll-out phase, schools are providing a core 
of stability that is a requirement for those concerned with the business core, especially Telewest, who 
are concerned fundamentally with infrastructure provision. 
The portal that is being developed will be configurable by the individual user, using a technique 
developed in Huddersfield (ICAT). There will be two ways to gain access through the portal for users: 
o a conventional way (which will use a technical VLE, with facilities offering email, on-line 
communities, file storage, web links, video content support, internet access, and video 
conferencing facilities). 
o an unconventional way (to reach the 'hard to reach' learners). Development of this access route has 
been created in conjunction with Jubilee Arts, who previously worked on projects with drug 
addicts, previous offenders, and other ‘hard to reach’ learners. 
This latter unconventional approach will offer access through 3D imagery, intentionally designed in 
forms to entice engagement. The 3D imagery enables the learner to: 
o Email postcards. 
o See examples of people who have already created their own web-site. 
o See a postcard from Poland, which includes an audio clip of Sandwell people talking. 
o Gain access to all topic areas, such as sport and leisure, through postcards. 
o Gain help in the Bengali language as well as in English. 
o Share ideas of what a range of individuals do and find interesting, through the use of postcards. 
In terms of content that can be accessed by users, some has been bought in, while some has been 
commissioned specifically for Sandwell. The project manager feels that audio resources with 
accompanying pictures offer a powerful engagement medium, and that it is not necessary always to 
use video to engage learners. It is felt that this audio enhanced medium could support minority 
language translation. There is the facility to develop and offer portfolio facilities and mentor support 
within the portal. The project manager feels that educational expertise to use and support this portal 
and its approaches need to be developed and built in the near future. It is recognised that community 
links are already strong, and that these can be built on to ensure maximum access to the resources 
provided. The project manager feels that it is important to address a whole range of questions as soon 
as possible, such as: 
o A VLE enables engagement, but how? 
o A VLE enables sharing and group activity, but how? 
o A VLE enables interests to be pursued, but how? 
o How can learning centres be moved on from being just deliverers of CLAIT courses? 
o How can involvement in, for example, TOYOTA EMBROIDERY courses lead to a wider 
understanding of CAD/CAM? 
o How would local sites be viable in terms of cost? 
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Learning centre venues of 4 types could be developed: 
o Those offering home access (via other projects such as Testbed, using ADSL, or dial up 
connections). 
o Those offering 10Mbps access in centres (about 6 of these could be developed). 
o Those called Learning centres (also publicly available, for example, the Sava Centre at 
Sainsbury’s). 
o Possible mobile centres (for SMEs). 
These centres would complement access via existing desktops (such as those in the MBC). 
There is a commitment from senior personnel within the MBC. There are a range of developments 
across the MBC that can now be considered in a potentially integrative way. For example, Testbed 
schools, where all families will be able to gain computer and home access (which could amount to 
2,000 families potentially), and learning centres already established such as those in retail shops, like 
the Sava Centre in a Sainsbury’s store.  
In terms of integration of developments, it is recognised that there are some specific issues which need 
to be considered. With regard to the Testbed trial, it is recognised that turnover could be high, and 
telephone connectivity might be an issue for some families. The Sava Centre in a Sainsbury’s store, 
which runs courses from Dudley and Sandwell College (ECDL courses, for example), needs to run 
without financial loss, and there are questions of who it will be serving, and whether numbers on such 
courses will reach a ceiling. The centre only runs courses, and offers no ad hoc internet access. 
The MBC are likely in the future to consider the creation of a wider project, linking Testbed, e-
Government Sandwell, and Click Sandwell. The wider project, ISandwell, would be a project owned 
by a wider partnership.  The project concept is based on a model from Finland, and would include 
involvement from the police (who have an interest in activities to draw youngsters away from gun 
crime). The strategy for such a development is being considered through 'bottom up' approaches, 
through town panels. It is recognised that there are implications, and that there is already a need to 
address cultural changes in the MBC, to take on board new ways of training and learning.   
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To ensure that engagement of learners at risk is not interrupted by periods of waiting. 
o To offer access in a wide range of centres to such resources. 
LEAs generally have reported that it was too early to identify any impacts of school and community 
networks at this stage. In the case of one LEA, it was reported that schools were indicating outcomes 
in terms of what parents felt they had gained and numbers of parents being trained.  It was reported 
that parents gained a general interest, but it was not clear whether they gained qualifications. 
 
Generally LEAs have reported low levels of work between LEAs at this stage, but many believe that a 
level of impact could be anticipated in terms of a regional broadband network upon work between 
LEAs. Most LEAs indicate that it is too early to identify any levels of impact in this area. An 
important point made by a number of LEAs was that this form of work may depend not only upon the 
remit that LEAs have, but also on the funding made available for this level of activity.  There is clearly 
a need to know how this work can take place within either an existing or in a different funding stream. 
These are likely to be major limiting factors, since there are only 3 projects in place already where 
joint LEA activity exists. The limitation of joint LEA activity can be directly related to the difficulties 
faced by LEAs when trying to work at a regional level. 
 
Overall, at this stage, across the LEAs in the region, there is broadband access to public sites in some 
LEAs. School and community links are being developed at this stage in a few locations only. Home 
access to broadband is variable, with some strategy for development in place in some LEAs. 
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Video conferencing has been identified by a number of LEAs as a medium that could support a range 
of worthwhile activity across a broadband infrastructure. LEAs report issues with this form of 
medium, as well as reporting outcomes themselves. It is clear that impacts so far, and impacts 
identified, have been at the level of ‘how to’, rather than ‘what results’. 
 
Overall, use of video access (including video conferencing, which is concerned with individual 
discussion more than video access) is being trialled in some schools. It appears that the sharing of 
ideas and developmental approaches, not just about video access, but about a wide range of projects 
that LEAs across the region are undertaking, would be likely to be valuable at this stage. However, 
how this can be achieved has not yet been found or implemented. Having a strategy to identify 
outcomes of these developments and its dissemination would clearly also be of use. 
 
What is the potential for future use of a broadband infrastructure across the region? 
It is clear that the developments that have been undertaken to date in different LEAs have led to 
different outcomes in different places. The experiences of some LEAs in some areas are likely to be 
able to anticipate what will happen in terms of wider future potential for all LEAs across the region. In 
terms of impacts arising at this stage, many LEAs have not identified outcomes. Some LEAs have 
reported the following outcomes at this stage: 
o Increased email use by pupils. 
o Speed of access to the internet and use for email. 
o Outposts feel more connected. 
o Email overload can occur. 
o Need to look at impacts and outcomes more. 
 
LEAs have indicated generally that impacts on teacher or school efficiency have not yet been 
identified, or that it is too early to do this. 
 
It is clear that within LEAs there is use of broadband in some places to support a variety of 
educational potential, and this is being considered further by LEAs. The diversity of approaches, and 
the need for a diversity of actions, is also clear. Support of transition between phases is being 
considered by many LEAs, support for lifelong learning agendas is being considered by many LEAs, 
support for school and home, and school and community links are being considered by many LEAs, 
and support for shared working between LEAs is being considered by LEAs. How an individual LEA 
would achieve the potential of all of these different areas of approach is not clear at this stage, given 
resources as they exist currently. Few LEAs, for example, have looked at the potential of using content 
to support professional development, but many would like to do so. Some LEAs have looked at the 
potential of using content to support management, but different approaches have been taken in 
different LEAs.  
 
LEAs are at the stage of being able to identify some areas of innovative practice. When asked what 
had made these activities innovative, LEA comments included: 
o Depends on individuals recognising innovations. 
o How to think about use, and linked in ways to share use. 
o Distant access. 
o Course run out of hours.  
o Use of tools to bring about learning via teaching, for example, use of Kartouche. 
o Use of a microphone to record what pupils have been doing.   
o Use of IWs, and school intranet resources. 
o IWs, and their tactile nature.  
o Use of music software and broadband for communication for joint compositions. 
o Use of digital cameras when children act out plays. 
o Use of resources to act out events such as WW2 bombing. 
There are clearly four elements that are identified here: teacher preparedness for innovation; use of 
when and where concepts; use of hardware and peripheral tools; use of software and content resources. 
 
LEAs have identified also in some cases the contribution that broadband has made: 
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o Quality of access is enhanced. 
o Fast access. 
o Bandwidth to enable IW use with reliability. 
o Communication of files on a regular basis. 
o An enabling of sharing and linking. 
o The ability to complete questionnaires on-line. 
 
When asked what factors have been involved in the success of these activities, LEAs reported the 
following: 
o Teachers can see more of what is possible. 
o Effective teachers, stretching pupils. 
o Senior management support in all cases. 
o Head teacher giving permission to take the risk and giving encouragement. 
o Careful planning, researched well and stepped in phases. 
o Pupils who create their own content can identify more with what it was like. 
 
An example of an innovative use of broadband connectivity is provided here, as Case Study 8. 
 
Case study of lessons delivered at a distance using Grade Point in Coventry LEA 
The Grade Point system enables a teacher to run a lesson via an on-line environment, where some 
pupils may be present within the teacher’s room, while others are in a more distant location. A variety 
of lessons have been run since the beginning of the 2002 to 2003 school year in this project, with a 
variety of age groups and covering a range of subjects. 
Examples of two lessons using Grade Point are described here. The first lesson was on aspects of 
Shakespeare’s play, Julius Caesar, run originally for Year 12 students. This lesson was taken by a 
teacher who is experienced in the use of this medium (having been involved in use since October 
2002). The second lesson was on aspects of design, run for Year 9 pupils who were not in a school 
environment. This lesson was taken by a teacher who had only used the system once before. 
The system works through an audio system, where only the teacher speaks, and those involved in the 
lesson listen via headphones. Responses are made in textual form, and everyone can see everyone 
else’s responses. The teacher can provide resources in the form of texts, images, MS PowerPoint 
presentations, and links to web pages, for example. The teacher can discuss topics, and use the 
resources offered to gather responses in a range of ways. For example, those involved might need to 
give a text response, or use the cursor to draw or annotate ‘on screen’, or select from a list of choices. 
The pace of the lesson is supported through the variety of media that the teacher has available. 
The key points were identified from the use of this system in these two lesson scenarios: 
• Introductions to all those involved were important at the outset of the lesson. 
• Aims set at the beginning of the lesson were important. Knowing at the outset that levels of 
involvement would be assessed as an outcome for the lesson was important. 
• There was little time initially for answering questions or for responding to voice requests via text, 
but working became easier as engagement increased, even within short time spans. 
• The range of resources offered within a lesson by the teacher is important. Use of internet 
resources, maps, web cams, images and text can all be involved, and this range stimulated 
engagement. 
• The facility allows slides to be annotated, which enables groups to view actions, and stimulates 
further engagement. 
• Resolution and definition of resources on screen is an important factor. 
• Many resources can be introduced for fairly short periods of times, which can add to the pace of a 
lesson. 
• Text responses generated by students can be saved and used afterwards for inclusion within longer 
texts such as essays. 
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• Text responses allow for a discourse with others, without the problem of them being ‘spoken 
over’. 
• Teachers state that they can identify the ability of pupils more quickly by using this system. 
• Students of different abilities can be assigned different tasks and can work in different ‘rooms’, 
which helps with differentiation. 
• Students need to listen, to read, to observe, to respond, to discuss, to answer questions, to analyse, 
to evaluate, and to be willing to be involved. Because the teacher can view the outcomes of 
requests on an individual basis, this can lead to the need for high levels of listening, discussion, 
and response actions. 
Assessment on the level and quality of answering questions and being involved is an integral part of 
the tutor’s role. Initially there is little time for answering via text, but students soon pick up the pace of 
the lesson, and time limits can sharpen the pace of the lesson. Resources such as those provided via a 
web cam can be introduced to a lesson, and slides can be annotated. Internet screens can be brought 
up, and it is possible for students to see things and to use a ‘respond’ button. It is possible to retain 
screens and then to access different screens from the bottom bar. It is possible for the teacher to bring 
in a range of different visual stimulation for short time periods, and there are clearly implications for 
teachers (and teaching). Text responses can be retained, and it is possible to put these into an essay, for 
example. Text does allow a discourse without the problem of 'speaking over' others. Interesting asides 
in a text discussion can result, and can be used by the teacher. 
One lesson involved one teacher in one location, with 11 'students' involved, 5 at Elm Bank, and 6 at 
other locations. This system works without it needing to rely upon video. However, there is a need for 
lessons to be created that can be used by teachers. Some lessons have been run for EOTAS (education 
other than at school). In one Year 9 lesson, some students were in a hospital school, some in a 
pregnancy unit, and others in a medical recovery unit. 
Some key issues regarding resources and teaching are clear from observations. Definition on screen is 
important, as blurred text and images can be off-putting. Pace is particularly important. Speaking with 
enthusiasm is also important. The colour of lines enables those not involved to be identified by the 
teacher. Teacher comments on how responses are going maintains pace and involvement. However, 
there is a need for the teacher to be careful with comments.  Use of text responses, rather than 
responding to answering questions from the teacher, maintains an increased pace and interest in 
lessons. Asking questions rather than generating 'discussion', reduces interest and a focus on learning. 
The system works from MS PowerPoint slides. Some are created by teachers themselves, and some 
are created by the LEA centre. Currently, lessons are used to extend and enhance work, rather than 
providing whole courses. Lessons are archived, and some pupils have shown their parents what they 
have done. 
Teachers indicate that response rate in lessons could be tailored to the individual. This means that 
there is probably an optimal number of students to maximise use of the system. The teacher says that 
there could be 200 people logged on, but it would need then to be a 'different' lesson from that when 6 
or 7 are involved – it would need to be more of a presentation or demonstration. It is possible to assign 
different groups to a 'room' and then for them to report back.  One teacher finds this feature to be 
particularly useful. It is found that this system is less intimidating than video conferencing. In the case 
of video, insecure youngsters cannot take part so easily. An experienced teacher who uses the system 
feels it is possible to pick up ideas of individual student ability after one lesson, because there is no 
distraction going on. Teachers in Coventry LEA are working on A/S level sociology lessons (with a 
federation of 16+ schools), on GCSE English support and A level English, on Year 9 French 
incorporating accelerated learning, and on Year 10 German lessons, starting with a lesson being run 
once a week. Coventry LEA has an across-LEA timetable for 6th forms, which supports use of this 
type of system. Some lessons could involve out-of-school access, while others are run in-school. 
The use of Mediator (and Flash) is being considered for use to support resource development for 
lessons. It is possible to handle movies in Mediator. Mediator is being used in order to create a more 
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interactive environment than that provided by MS PowerPoint. Animation paths, providing a moving 
path, are possible in Mediator, and it is possible to create a drag and drop facility. Hotspots and 
panoramic photos can be added also. 
The following are issues that would need to be considered in uses of this form of technology: 
• Teachers running lessons need to rely very largely upon their verbal skills in generating 
involvement and interest, without their being able to see direct feedback always. Teachers need to 
speak with enthusiasm. There may be implications for teachers in terms of who can use this 
resource effectively. 
• Maintaining pace in the lesson through use of the resources is a key need. There are likely to be 
implications for teachers in using this resource effectively. 
• Using text responses helps to engage students widely. Teachers that use only responses to 
questions, rather than text for discussion, may not engage students as widely. 
• This form of distant interactive lesson does not rely upon the use of video. It has been found that 
video conferencing can be intimidating to students, while they take more readily to this medium. 
• The IT capability and typing speed of students may be a factor of importance. 
• Lessons can be archived and can enable pupils to review and work through the resources 
afterwards. 
• Lessons so far have been used for extension purposes, and not to offer full courses. The impact of 
this form of lesson upon full courses is not clear at this stage. However, extension or enhancement 
lessons could be run during school or out-of-school time. 
• Numbers of students does not limit use, but it determines the type of lesson that can be run. 
• Effects when pupils do not understand a topic or aspect need to be considered carefully, and how 
these issues are picked up and addressed after those lessons may be particularly important. 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To offer access to resources that have an auditory basis, together with moving imagery and 
animations. 
o To offer access to the facilities in a range of centres including possibly homes for pupils, and 
teachers. 
Innovative approaches to community and home links have been identified by some LEAs. LEAs 
report similar reasons to those listed previously as to why these projects are considered to be 
innovative: 
o Their purpose and intention. 
o Distant access, with lessons on-line. 
o Use of technologies, such as notebooks. 
o Use of resources to include video, or to include documents within a portfolio. 
An example of a community based development is provided here as Case Study 9. 
 
Case study of the development of a community based project in Greets Green in Sandwell LEA 
The community project in Greets Green is being developed as a part of the wider Testbed project. The 
intention is to focus on extended opening hours, access for extended families and others, and the 
raising of attainment. Procurement and training for the project has run from September 2003. A skills 
audit has been carried out, and training will be provided for classroom assistants and learning support 
assistants as well as for teachers. The project intends to extend laptop provision to all teachers in the 
project (some 178 in total). These project laptops will remain with the project if the teachers leave. 
The first Learning Centre involved in the project should be open in October 2003. 
One Learning Centre will be based in an existing community centre, the Yemeni Community Centre. 
There are some 200 Yemeni families in Sandwell, perhaps 2000 people in total. A large number 
already use the centre, perhaps 95% of the population. Currently the centre has one PC with drop-in 
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access for the internet, and operates more as a drop-in facility rather than being able to run courses. 
Click Sandwell will be used as a means to offer courses on-line. The project intends to install 8 PCs 
and 8 laptops onto the ground floor of the centre. Laptops will be radio linked. The 8 laptops could be 
moved into another area in the centre, so this facility could accommodate 2 groups on 2 courses at any 
one time. Small numbers of individuals on some courses could be accommodated in this way. From a 
software and skills audit undertaken already, possible courses that could be run are basic IT skills 
(CLAIT), web design, multi-media, and ECDL. 
The Yemeni Community Centre has an established membership with interests in extending their 
learning, and gaining access to ICT. The centre is growing in terms of commitment from members.  
There are 300 members currently. Existing groups who use the centre are felt to be cohesive, and the 
project is concerned with how e-Learning and ICT can be introduced to them. Some members have 
accessed ICT at the local YMCA site already. The centre has youth, elderly, and youngsters groups, 
including 50 children, who want to use ICT. An example is a women's luncheon club, which now has 
50 women members, and there is a waiting list. This group is now too large for its members to use the 
community centre facilities. The group uses the local YMCA site to meet, and the booking is made 
between 10am and 3pm. After the luncheon, members can access the sauna and  the gymnasium. 
Transport is provided (from Rowley), and there is a crèche for children under 2 years.  
Internet within the centre already provides access to Yemeni papers, to satellite sites, and information 
of particular relevance to the Yemeni community. Broadband will give access to larger numbers and 
will provide faster access. This is an example of practice where the community network has been 
developed first, and the ICT network is following. 
Many pupils in the area do not have computers at home and there is no support at home for homework 
(as parents do not always speak English). Women in the Yemeni community might also feel safer in 
the centre, or in a location supported by the centre. A homework club is run in the Yemeni Community 
Centre for one night each week. There is a qualified teacher to support the homework club. Some 10 
pupils, generally 13 to 16 year olds, of mixed gender, attend these sessions. There are also facilities to 
provide for a drop-in centre for internet and ICT access, mainly for use during the day, that exist 
already. It is felt that Sandwell College could provide courses on-line for the centre (and discussion on 
this has happened already). Other local sites could also provide access to on-line courses. Lodge 
Primary School is a local school that offers Arabic language course access through supplementary 
evening classes already.  It has the space and rooms to offer wider access for courses.   
It is recognised by the project manager that different groups will want different things from this form 
of ICT access. The project manager believes that women and elderly groups will need particular 
support, as they are more often non-computer or ICT literate, non-English speakers, and may not see 
immediately the potential of how to use the ICT. 
It is felt that this model could be used to develop access and facilities for other community groups in 
Sandwell. There are other community groups in Greets Green, including the Sandwell Women's 
Enterprise Development Group (SWEDG), and the Gujerat Community Group.  
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To offer access in a range of centres to such resources for pupils and others in the community. 
LEAs report that the contribution that broadband has made in terms of community and school 
networks is limited currently. Where broadband has been used, it is communication that has been 
enabled more. This is likely to be significant, in that future projects and developments of this form, 
which become possible using broadband, mean that communication enhancements could lead to 
significantly increased levels of usage of these resources and the communications systems that they 
rely upon.  
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New ways of learning and use by pupils have been identified by some LEAs at this stage. What has 
made these new has been reported by LEAs: 
o Different schools can log onto lessons, on-line access to resources and on-line conferencing. 
o Use of mind mapping. 
o Use of web creation, or MS PowerPoint to present back. 
o Access at home, having a single repository of work to use at school and home. 
o Motivation and ownership is brought to the fore.  
o Devices used by the pupil. 
o Ways of learning with resources like Kartouche. 
Features such as location, access, on-line facilities, and specific resources are highlighted here. 
Broadband is offering access linked particularly with increases in speed and reliability. Video can now 
be used in ways which were not possible before. However, increases in the use of this resource will 
make increasingly heavy demands upon the facilities as a whole. 
 
Factors that have been involved in success of these forms of new learning are reported as: 
o Increasingly pupils have ICT and connectivity at home. 
o Discussion in teaching situations has been enhanced. 
o Pace of lessons can be enhanced. 
o Teacher enthusiasm and confidence. 
o Teachers encourage pupils to take greater ownership of learning. 
o Increased independence with regard to learning. 
o Some children are doing more work in terms of creating documents at home than they do in 
school.   
 
The conditions and factors that have led to success are reported as: 
o Teachers do not question access now – emailing of homework is expected, for example. 
o Self-confidence of teachers with the technology going past whether it will work.   
o Senior management involvement and support of senior management.   
o IWs in some cases. 
o The interactive nature of live lessons has been a major feature. 
o Children are well ‘groomed’ into knowing the ‘rules of the games’.  They agree to play a 
‘game’, with increased responsibility for any peer’s performance. 
o Teachers see how to weave the new ‘rules of the games’ into planning and pedagogy. 
 
How the benefits of such practices could be maximised, given specific conditions and factors, are 
reported as: 
o Resources are bought for the learning community - not for the individual pupil. 
o Sharing of teaching and learning. 
o Moving to having convinced teachers about uses and outcomes of ICT. 
o Teacher not as gatekeeper - teacher to acknowledge learner needs, to challenge, to guide, etc.  
o Teachers need to be aware of what is out there. 
o Integrating opportunities for creativity.  
o Appropriate and flexible technology.  
o Looking at the use of time. 
 
An example of how one school has developed subject practice that is leading to news ways of teaching 
and learning using an on-line environment is provided here as Case Study 10. 
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Case study of home use of web resources developed in a secondary school in Staffordshire LEA 
Nether Stowe Community School provides out-of-hours ICT access for some of its pupils. While this 
has been found to be successful in a number of ways, it has been found also that a commitment is 
needed from parents as well as pupils in order to operate effectively in this way.  
A science teacher has designed a web-site, using freeware called MOODLE. This enables some 
home/school links. The teacher looked initially for php-based resources, and found MOODLE. The 
science web-site is hosted externally (on science pages.co.uk). It is accessible to pupils at home, and is 
held in the form of an SQL database. The resources are updated every 2 months. A zip file is taken, it 
is unzipped, uploaded onto the server, and saved on the SQL  database. Pupil work is uploaded on the 
server. 
Within this system, it is possible to integrate other resources such as MS PowerPoint presentations, 
and images.  No particular or specific web knowledge is felt by the teacher who developed this web-
site to be needed to undertake this form of development. The teacher chose MOODLE because of its 
ease of use as rated by others. It is possible to create quizzes, assignment links, and discussion forums, 
for example, within the resource. Quizzes are created in MS Excel format, and put into the SQL data 
base. Science news is made available on the web-site by feeds from other web sources. Items 
completed by pupils can be marked on line, and pupils can access their outcomes. The teacher can 
respond to pupil answers and can look at pupil work in a number of different areas: 
• In journal entries – where pupils have to justify the responses they have chosen, with comments 
and responses that go to an individual rather than being made public. 
• From a survey – where pupils do not see who has chosen which options. 
• In assignments – where the teacher sets deadlines, pupils work in pairs, and create MS PowerPoint 
presentations at home. 
• In video linked material. 
• From web links. 
The resources have been used with one Year 7 group. The teacher would like to have more pupils on 
courses using this system.  He feels that this system could offer better visual engagement for pupils.  
Group dynamics have been felt to have developed positively as a result of the use of the system. Six or 
seven pupils within the pilot class have been more enthusiastic about their learning. The teacher feels 
that one reason for this is that he has set up specific topics for pupil discussions on-line. In class, he 
feels that the previous use of posters, and board work, has been replaced by a more interesting 
discussion environment.  Homework activities can be set up which can involve a discussion on a 
particular topic. The system used can capture anyone's discussion points. Pupils who are out of the 
classroom have become involved in discussion when ideas have occurred to them.  
Initially the setting up of the web-site took a long time, but it is anticipated that had MOODLE been 
used from the outset, that it would have taken less time. The teacher has enjoyed working in this way, 
and Year 9 pupils in a newsletter have indicated the value that they see in the web-site.  
One class uses about 7.8Mb of server space currently. There are about 600 classes in school, which 
means that server space for all classes in the school would need to offer at least 4800 Mb of space 
4.8 Gb (not accounting for future expansion). The web space used is not provided by server space in 
school currently, but is held externally on an SQL data base. There are clearly implications with regard 
to management of servers and server capacity to accommodate any future expansion and use. 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To create and access resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To offer access at home as well as at school to such resources for pupils, teachers, and parents. 
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Existing developments across LEAs are clearly varied, but there are some significant outcomes arising 
in some places. Having a strategy for the sharing of experiences and approaches in these areas is likely 
to be of value to each LEA across the region. The region potentially has a role to play in this respect, 
and could approach this through a number of dimensions. 
 
How can it be achieved? 
Knowing where projects exist is clearly an important starting point. LEAs were able to identify a 
range of projects and examples where learning communities were beginning to develop. Some of these 
examples were visited as a part of the evaluation, and case study material has been used to illustrate 
points throughout this report. 
 
Overall, some LEAs have started projects which are concerned with different aspects of educational 
linking. Sharing how these have been done, and what their outcomes are, is likely to be valuable to 
each LEA, as these projects are varied, and contribute to a much larger and wider picture to which all 
LEAs aspire. An example of a specific use of ICT, where there could be potential through its being 
shared with others, is given here as Case Study 11.  
 
Case study of the use of a multi-sensory ICT-based resource, Kaleidoscope, in a school in 
Worcestershire LEA 
Chadsgrove Special School is a school catering for children with profound and moderate learning 
difficulties (PLMD). It is separated into three distinct areas from the point of view of management 
function. There are lower, middle, and senior areas of the school, and in each there is a person 
responsible for ICT. There are 116 children in the school, ranging from 2½ to 19 years of age. There 
are 86 staff in total, but only 20 are teachers. Two teachers and 1 administrator provide outreach 
support to 200 children in mainstream schools. About 25% of the intake come still from mainstream 
schools.  A number of pupils have cerebral palsy, have been involved in road accidents, or have 
various sensory deficits. Staff called ‘interveners’ work in the school by providing communication 
links for children with dual sensory deficit, working between the child, the teacher and tasks. A wide 
range of out of school activities are run, including swimming, skiing, and abseiling. Trips to France, 
Austria, Tenerife, and Minehead, have all been run recently. The occupational therapy unit offers 
home support, and the speech therapy unit works with about half the pupils, all of whom have speech 
problems.  
Classrooms all have internet access. This access is restricted to use under adult supervision, but 
children do use internet in classrooms. The ‘RM maths’ software is used with 5 to 6 year old pupils. 
The middle school pupils, aged 8 to 10 years, use MS Paint to draw shapes, Akhter web-site access, 
Word Pro to do a word search, and internet searches. Pupils with PMLD use touch screens routinely, 
and a Signatory program. The school finds that it spends a great deal of money on peripheral 
equipment, which is needed to far greater extents with PMLD pupils. Outside the school there is a 
sensory maze, which includes an area with plants with distinctive smells, and there is a sensory wall. 
The outside play area is accessible to disabled children not in the school. 
The school has a computer room, which is currently on ISDN. It is supported by a technician. The 
room is used for lessons other than ICT, such as use in mathematics. Specific log on procedures have 
had to be developed to enable pupils to gain access readily but with some levels of access control. 
When the internet is used, teachers select a few pupils in a class to work on the internet. Use of the 
BBC web-site is high. The internet is used to access a wide range of resources, including maps. 
No caching facilities are available in school. It has been found difficult to access Curriculum On-Line 
because of the absence of broadband. It has also been found that content is not very appropriate for the 
pupils in the school. The school has bought software approved for special needs pupils. 
There is a multi-sensory room, equipped with the Kaleidoscope which came from the Millennium 
Dome (acquired by an anonymous benefactor).  This resource is computer controlled, and is activated 
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by movement that is sensed from across areas of the projected imagery. The movement activation can 
be set to identify different levels of movement, from fine or gross motor movement, which activates 
both image or sound. Kaleidoscope is controlled by a computer which operates within the multi-
sensory room. The computer programs sequences of music, lighting, and visual images. Use involves 
pupils tracking the sequences. When pupils do this, there is a feedback mechanism which picks up 
movement within a specific triangular area. These movements are then translated into imagery 
movements and sound. So the system is position oriented, and the type of images can be adjusted to 
specific forms or levels of movement, such as finger movements only. The position of the camera 
triangle can be changed to accommodate different needs of different pupils or groups. The use of the 
room is high, being used for about 75% to 80% of the week. Kaleidoscope is available at all times. 
Kaleidoscope is used by teachers in specific ways, but also has cross-curriculum uses. Use is 
concerned often with developing fine motor control. The system has helped one visually impaired girl 
to learn the concept of stillness, by having no sound generated when she moves. The system is also 
able to bring events more to life, such as a World War 2 scenario, with fog and cold being generated. 
Why is broadband needed in this case? 
o For speed of access and reliability. 
o To access high quality resources including auditory materials, moving imagery and animations. 
o To offer access in a range of schools or centres to such resources for pupils, and teachers. 
How projects and developments such as these and the others illustrated as case studies throughout this 
report relate to a wider picture should be considered. Given this case, this picture could then provide 
the core of a strategy for LEA involvement across the region. 
 
Levels of development 
One way to begin to consider such a picture is to consider the elements that contribute to it. Examples 
of practices which exist, where it felt that ideas of how these have been accomplished and what their 
outcomes are, have been listed alongside the levels. It is not an exhaustive list, but offers a way to start 
to consider how a shared picture would help LEAs to identify both their strengths and needs. For 
example, one development at an LEA level which could clearly have the potential to support other 
LEAs across the region is given here as Case Study 12. 
 
Case study of the development of an on-line access management system, ContentStream, in 
Worcestershire LEA 
Worcestershire LEA have been involved in the development of a facility to manage content 
acquisition and use, called ContentStream, in conjunction with I2Q newmedia. ContentStream is a 
facility that offers pupils, teachers, schools and LEAs the ability to manage content in a range of ways. 
As a content management facility it has a range of particular features of note: 
• It is not based on an existing MLE or VLE, and is hence not restrained by previous structures of 
MLEs or VLEs. 
• It has been built specifically to accommodate the needs for managing content available through 
Curriculum Online. 
• It can be used in a range of ways, and thus can be accommodated within any existing LEA or RBC 
structure. 
• It can run alongside an existing MLE, VLE or portal. 
• It can be placed under an existing MLE, VLE or portal. 
• It can be integrated within an existing MLE, VLE or portal. 
ContentStream is a facility that uses the metatagging data that content providers in Curriculum Online 
use to describe each of their products. ContentStream provides a facility that can run on a local server, 
and that specifies pupil or teacher access to content at a resource level. ContentStream enables users to 
access resources on distant servers, or to access content that requires higher bandwidth on more local 
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servers. ContentStream provides a resource menu and links to Curriculum Online provider resources. 
This menu is derived from the metatagging data from the providers, so offers a menu that is 
curriculum oriented. At a teacher or school level, this means that resources can be identified, and 
selected for purchase. Worcestershire LEA have negotiated purchase cost reductions based on the 
numbers of purchases from across the LEA. Given the purchase cost reductions negotiated with the 
providers, purchase costs are lowered for schools. Orders are collated by the system, and so the LEA 
does not act as a reseller. Once purchases have been established, it is possible to establish a single user 
identity via the ContentStream administration system (which can be done either in the school or in the 
LEA) so that the individual user password and identification code is linked directly to each provider’s 
unique authentication system. This means that pupils and teachers do not need to remember the wide 
range of authentication details that might be needed for them to access resources. Once set up, pupils 
and teachers can access their resources as required, and the facility manages the content access at an 
individual pupil or teacher level. 
At a regional level, procurement of ContentStream could offer distinct advantages at least at two 
levels. Regional procurement would be likely to offer benefits in terms of: 
• reducing the purchase price of the ContentStream facility, over and above that which could be 
gained by direct LEA procurement, and this reduction benefit could be passed on to LEAs and 
schools as appropriate. 
• the content procured through ContentStream, which could be accrued at a regional rather than at 
an LEA level, and so could offer higher cost benefits on content available from Curriculum Online 
(which would be particularly useful for specialised content, for content used in only small 
numbers of schools such as special schools, and for LEAs with smaller numbers of schools). 
Will an RBC be needed to fulfil any future needs? 
If the form of picture offered above, with each of its constituent elements is likely to be a requirement 
and desire for overall strategic development for each LEA across the region, then each LEA will need 
to develop expertise and practice in each of those elements. Each LEA will need to consider and 
address, potentially: 
o Corporate practices. 
o Difficult connectivity. 
o PFI practices. 
o Community involvement. 
o Family learning. 
o Continuous web evolution. 
o Learning platform extension. 
o Learning networks. 
o Managing content. 
o Portfolio involvement. 
o Shared lesson involvement. 
o Learning environments. 
 
However, it is clear that the number and extent of developments that would be required to fulfil all the 
potential aspects above, are unlikely to be able to be fulfilled at an individual LEA level. Resources 
(human and physical) within any one LEA are too limited to fulfil all the needs required. Ways to 
work co-operatively, therefore, are likely to be needed and would then be potentially most successful 
for all LEAs. 
 
What elements of a future strategy need to be considered? 
Developing a picture of the form above, for LEAs across a region, in order to provide forms of mutual 
engagement and support, is likely to require, for most effective outcomes, ways to involve those who 
will need to support the developments and gain from the developments. Currently WMnet involves a 
select group of representatives from each LEA, but the potential widening of its contribution to 
education in the widest sense in each LEA across the region makes it worthwhile considering how 
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other groups could be involved. LEAs were able to identify a range of existing groups that could also 
work at a regional level: 
o Chief executives. 
o Corporate IT personnel. 
o Library partnership. 
o Museums group. 
o EBP group. 
o CONFED group. 
o Chief advisers. 
o Assessment advisers. 
o Examination boards (to an extent). 
o Ofsted advisory group. 
o National Strategy group for literacy. 
o National Strategy group for numeracy. 
o National Strategy group for science. 
o National Strategy group for ICT. 
o LSCs and links to UFI. 
o Subject associations. 
o Mathematics advisers. 
o History inspectors. 
o Science inspectors. 
o Geography adviser/inspectors. 
o Design and technology adviser/inspectors. 
o PE inspectors. 
o Modern foreign language advisers. 
o MACE. 
o NOF groups. 
o Beacon schools. 
 
Overall, from the elements of LEA development that have worked in practice, and those that are 
needed for development, it would appear that ways to share wider forms of broadband development at 
chief executive and corporate IT levels would be of value. Ways to involve chief education officers or 
senior education department officers should be considered. Implementation of a strategic level which 
involves other regional groups, such as librarians, museums, LSCs, subject strategy, and subject 
advisers should also be considered. One model would be to consider the way in which the LEAs 
within the RBC fulfil a central function, and operate and relate to other groups around them. 
Increasingly, the role of the RBC in terms of wider e-learning strategies, at a regional level, and the 
links through LSCs with the UFI, and their particular role in developing e-governance pilots and 
reviewing OnLine centres should be considered in terms of future strategy and actions. 
 
What will the RBC roles need to be? 
The RBC potentially has an important facilitating or co-ordinating function. The richness of project 
activity across the region is clear, yet there is no overall map of what this is, or how it might be used 
by each LEA. One approach to this would be to consider what each LEA might want to give to other 
LEAs, and what each LEA would want to take from other LEAs. In terms of what LEAs would want 
to give to a region, and take from a region, this varies widely. Each LEA was able to identify what 
elements of strength it felt could be given to other LEAs. Each LEA was able to identify what 
elements it felt it would like to take from other LEAs. 
 
A co-ordinated ‘map’ is needed to move strategy and implementation forward. Co-operative sharing 
and linking of this form will need to be supported through a form of co-ordination function. However, 
there will need to be ongoing strategies to identify effective practice and outcomes prior to their being 
shared. 
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What considerations are there for the DfES, the RBC, the LEAs and schools? 
If a sharing approach across the region, for each LEA, is to be put into place, then the regional portal 
should integrate the range of areas of ‘give and ‘take’ that all LEAs would want. Examples of practice 
will need to be constructed, in order to show how developments have been achieved, and what the 
outcomes of these are. 
 
Both time and effort will be needed to share and facilitate the different needs of each LEA. Devoted 
time at an RBC level for co-ordination purposes will be required. While this will be essential, there 
will also need to be devoted time within LEAs to sharing across the region. This form of support 
should be considered and accounted for by the DfES, if the value of RBCs is to be maximised. 
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Summary of issues and key points
This summary pulls out from the evidence the major issues that are arising, and key points associated 
with those issues. 
 
Issue 1
Positive impacts on learning that are arising from uses of broadband are creating new challenges: 
• There is an increased dependency by schools and teachers on broadband access being reported; 
broadband uses by subject teachers are being reported increasingly. 
• Infrastructure performance is being monitored more than is curriculum or learning community use. 
• One LEA at least is finding that primary school demands across broadband are exceeding 
secondary school demands. 
• At some stages, due to the high bandwidths of new forms of access being used by schools, 
demands from schools will outstrip capacity and facility that is possible in some LEAs. 
• Uses of broadband to support a variety of educational potential are being considered across the 
region: 
o Transition between phases. 
o Lifelong learning agendas. 
o School and home, and school and community links. 
o Shared working between LEAs. 
• Having a strategy for sharing experiences and approaches in these areas is likely to be of value. 
 
Issue 2
Schools are currently only rarely developing into learning hubs in networked learning communities: 
• School and community links are being developed at this stage in a few locations only. 
• More school sites are developed with broadband access than are public sites or community sites. 
• Home access to broadband is variable, with some strategy for development in place in some 
LEAs. 
• Use of video access (including video conferencing) is being trialled in some schools. 
 
Issue 3
Content management at LEA and RBC level is not yet as fully effective as it could be: 
• Content has not been managed or been accessible generally at an RBC level. 
• The handling of increasing quantities of ‘content’ and use of content needs to be considered if 
pupil, teacher, adviser and parent users are to gain from the width of resources that become 
increasingly accessible. 
• Ways to address wider as well as more local server and caching facility are needed for all LEAs. 
 
Issue 4
LEAs and the RBC are failing to engage with the wider stakeholder community: 
• There is limited and patchy implementation of a strategic level which involves other regional 
groups, such as librarians, museums, LSCs, subject strategy, and subject adviser groups. 
• Ways to share wider forms of broadband development at chief executive and corporate IT, chief 
education officer or senior education department officer levels would be of value. 
 
Issue 5
Innovation overload from the range of broadband developments needing to be introduced across an 
LEA is putting a strain on individual LEAs: 
• The number and extent of developments required to fulfil all the potential and agendas in place are 
unlikely to be able to be fulfilled at an LEA level; resources (both human and physical) within any 
one LEA are too limited to fulfil all the needs required. 
• Ways to work co-operatively are likely to be needed, and this form of shared working is likely to 
be potentially most successful for all LEAs. 
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• Sharing ideas and developmental approaches across the region would be likely to be valuable: 
o Having a strategy to identify outcomes of innovative and project developments and its 
dissemination would be of use. 
o Sharing how some LEAs have started projects which are concerned with different aspects of 
educational linking and their outcomes is likely to be valuable. 
o Showing how different projects relate to a wider picture would be of value, and could provide 
the core of a strategy for LEA involvement across the region. A picture that relates some LEA 
projects and outcomes, using a model that considers levels of development as an approach, is 
outlined below. 
MODEL CONSIDERED THROUGH LEVELS OF DEVELOPMENT 
Developmental element  LEA examples of existing practice 
Corporate practices   Telford and Wrekin 
Difficult connectivity  Stoke wireless 
PFI practices   Dudley 
Community involvement  Click Sandwell 
Family learning   Dudley 
Continuous web evolution  Stoke 
Learning platform extension  Staffordshire MLEs 
Learning networks   Birmingham 
Managing content   Worcestershire ContentStream 
Portfolio involvement  Worcestershire MAPS and Stoke 
Shared lesson involvement  Coventry Grade Point 
Classroom environments  Herefordshire IW 
 
Issue 6
Overall, LEAs are willing to both ‘give’ to and ‘take’ from other LEAs across the region, but ‘giving’ 
and ‘taking’ could be better co-ordinated: 
• There is wide variation in terms of what LEAs would want to give to a region, and take from a 
region. 
• A co-ordinated ‘map’ is needed to move strategy and implementation forward in this respect. 
Examples of what individual LEAs would like to ‘give’ and ‘take’ are offered in lists below. 
GIVING 
Know-how and outcomes of school projects 
Access to resources created 
Experiences with IW and video-conferencing 
Effective subject practice 
Practice on learning 
Means of working at a corporate level 
Expertise in curriculum web development 
Experiences with MLEs and VLEs 
Expertise and mistakes on broadband implementation 
Procurement practice  
PFI experiences 
TAKING 
Subject support and ICT teacher development where specialisation does not exist 
Examples and videos of effective practice 
Content in areas which are not so strong 
Management of eLearning credits and a source of independent advice 
Blue skies thinking 
Caching, and multi-caching 
Project areas for shared development 
Questions that can be asked of on-line learning experiences 
Possible wider contractual or procurement arrangements 
Management of digital materials 
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• Co-operative sharing and linking will need to be supported through a co-ordination function at a 
regional and an LEA level. 
• Strategies to identify and share effective practice and outcomes will be required if such sharing is 
to be fully effective. 
• The regional portal should integrate the range of areas of ‘give and ‘take’ that all LEAs would 
want. 
• Time and effort to share and facilitate the different needs of each LEA will be essential. 
• Devoted time within LEAs to sharing across the region will be required. 
• Devoted time at an RBC level for co-ordination purposes will be required. 
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Recommendations
The evidence gathered from LEAs across the region indicates that the RBC should build on practice to 
date, and to support, in appropriate conjunction with the LEAs, major features that would enable e-
learning to be established integrally for pupils, teachers, advisers and parents in each LEA and across 
the region. The major recommendations that emerge from the findings, from issues raised and key 
points identified, are as follows: 
 
1. The region should continue to regard its diversity and internal variation as a strength. 
2. The region should have both a strategy and practices in place for sharing experiences of 
broadband implementation and expertise. 
3. The RBC needs to make arrangements for hosting and managing content at regional level. The 
content hosting partnership with the technology innovation centre needs to be developed and 
promoted. The RBC technical group should continue to foster collaboration over caching and 
content distribution. 
4. The RBC needs to involve a wider stakeholder community.  It should engage more directly 
with other local authority services, and publicise its activities to local authority senior officers. 
For this purpose support conferences, promotional events and publications will be required. 
5. There are significant advantages to continued LEA collaboration. The new RBC portal should 
be used as a major vehicle for sustaining and enhancing co-operative activities and the sharing 
of practice and outcomes. 
6. The RBC should create a map of e-learning developments across the region. The ongoing 
development and outcomes of elements of such a map should be supported through a process 
of evaluation and description of best practice. 
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Appendix: Questions
The questions asked of LEAs, schools, and projects concerned with learning community 
developments, are listed below. 
 
Aspects of activity to study Questions to ask 
Technology performance of the 
broadband network 
What criteria are used to judge performance? 
How is performance judged? 
Are there aspects that are felt could be improved? 
Access of the broadband network 
from school, home, public sites 
and at different times 
What access is possible by schools within each LEA? 
What access is possible by homes within each LEA? 
What access is possible by public sites within each LEA? 
What access is possible at different times within each LEA? 
Does performance depend upon location and time of access? 
Effect of reliable internet access Are there any general impacts, effects, or benefits of a reliable internet 
access identified? 
Who identifies them? 
How are they made known to others? 
Are there any specific aspects or effects that have been identified? 
Who identifies these? 
Benefits and impact of a regional 
broadband network outside school 
What level of impact could be anticipated from each LEA? 
What forms of impact have been identified? 
What other forms of impact might be anticipated? 
Benefits and impact of a regional 
broadband network on transition 
through phases 
What level of impact could be anticipated from each LEA? 
What forms of impact have been identified? 
What other forms of impact might be anticipated? 
Benefits and impact of a regional 
broadband network to lifelong 
learning agendas 
What level of impact could be anticipated from each LEA? 
What forms of impact have been identified? 
What other forms of impact might be anticipated? 
Benefits and impact of a regional 
broadband network to links 
between school and community 
What level of impact could be anticipated from each LEA? 
What forms of impact have been identified? 
What other forms of impact might be anticipated? 
Benefits and impact of a regional 
broadband network between LEAs
What level of impact could be anticipated from each LEA? 
What forms of impact have been identified? 
What other forms of impact might be anticipated? 
Communication use such as video 
conferencing 
What level of use exists currently? 
What is video conferencing being used for? 
What impacts has it had so far? 
Improved communication and 
teacher and school efficiency 
What levels of improved communication could be anticipated? 
What impacts have been identified? 
What impacts on teacher or school efficiency have been identified? 
How might such impacts be identified? 
Content management and delivery What content is developed within the region? 
What content is managed within the region? 
What content is accessible within the region? 
Uses and benefits of the portal What facilities does the portal provide? 
What uses are being made of these facilities? 
What benefits of these uses have been identified? 
Uses and benefits of a managed 
learning environment 
What facilities does the managed learning environment provide? 
What uses are being made of these facilities? 
What benefits of these uses have been identified? 
Uptake of broadband content How far has developed content been used? 
How far has managed content been used? 
How far has accessible content been used? 
Use of broadband content in 
different curriculum areas and 
learning settings 
What content has been available in each subject or curriculum area? 
What uses have there been in each subject or curriculum area? 
How have learning settings affected use? 
Use of broadband content for 
professional development 
What content has been available for professional development? 
What uses have there been for professional development? 
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Use of broadband content by 
management 
What content has been available for management? 
What uses have there been for management? 
Innovative approaches to teaching 
and learning 
Have innovative approaches to teaching and learning been identified? 
What has made these innovative? 
What contribution has broadband made? 
What factors have been involved in success? 
Innovative approaches to 
community and home links 
Have innovative approaches to community and home links been identified? 
What has made these innovative?  
What contribution has broadband made? 
What factors have been involved in success? 
New ways of learning and use by 
pupils 
Have new ways of learning and use by pupils been identified? 
What has made these new? 
What contribution has broadband made? 
What factors have been involved in success? 
Optimal conditions and factors for 
the benefits to be maximised in the 
region 
What conditions and factors have led to success? 
How could benefits be maximised given specific conditions and factors? 
Outcomes of specific projects, 
such as that concerned with 
thinking skills 
Which projects have been recently undertaken? 
What contribution is anticipated from each? 
Have positive outcomes been identified? 
Under what conditions have these outcomes arisen? 
